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CULTIVER is a brand that embraces the 
concept of enjoying daily rituals with quality 
items in your home.

Sleeping in the sof test pure linen bedding, 
savouring some leisure moments in a soft 
cotton robe, creating beautiful spaces with 
handwoven velvet cushions. 

Our premium textiles are thoughtfully 
sourced and curated to of fer our customers 
the best feeling from the items they touch 
and use most often.

cultivate the good life





COLORS

Our linen palette consists of 
classic colors that bring out the 
best of our European flax fabrics 
for bed and tabletop. Colors that 
work effortlessly together 
and never go out of style.

WHITE ICE BLUE

OLIVENAVYBLACK

BLUSH DUSK PLUM



SMOKE GRAY ASH CHARCOAL GRAY

NUDENATURALSAGE

INDIGO INDIGO STRIPE PINSTRIPE





BEDROOM

Made from 100% linen 
woven from European flax 
and pre-washed for 
softness and durability, 
our range of Bedding 
comes in separates as well 
as sets.

SET OF 2 LINEN 
PILLOWCASES

LINEN DUVET COVER LINEN DUVET 
COVER SET

LINEN FLAT SHEET LINEN FITTED SHEET LINEN SHEET SET

SET OF 2 LINEN 
EURO PILLOWCASES

LES MINIS
insert included

LINEN VALANCELINEN BEDCOVER





DINING

Made from 100% pure linen 
and available in a range of 
colors, our collection for 
Kitchen and Tabletop strikes 
the perfect balance between style 
and usability.

LINEN TABLE CLOTH LINEN TABLE NAPKINS

LINEN 
STRIPE CLOTHS

JUDE LINEN 
APRON LINEN PLACEMATS



LIVING

Combining comfort and luxury, 
our Living collection includes 
cushions, throws, loungewear 
and accessories designed for 
everyday use.

LINEN ROBE
BLUSH

LINEN ROBE
SMOKE GRAY

LINEN ROBE
NAVY

FRANKIE
LINEN BAG

ISOBEL THROW

PURE LINEN THROW



Our robes are made from premium 
Turkish Cotton. Designed for everyday use, 
the collection is both comfortable and elegant.

ECRU/ BORDEAUXECRU/BLACK LIGHT GRAY/ECRU ECRU/LIGHT GRAY

MARAIS ROBE



INEZ PYJAMA SET

Comfort is the ultimate luxury. 
Made from high quality Modal, 
our pyjama sets will bring back 

style to your bedtime routine, 
and they feel as good as they look.

SOFT PINK

DUCK EGG

FRENCH NAVY



Made from high quality sof t jersey. The Lila 
Nightshirt is a classic design, with button 

through placket and shirt-tail hem.

LILA NIGHTSHIRT

SOFT PINK FRENCH NAVY





MIRA COLLECTION

Perfect for the bed and living 
room, our Mira collection 
includes bedcovers, cushions 
and throws. Mix and match the 
dif ferent designs for a simple 
yet luxurious look.

ELLIS STRIPE

RAFA DOUBLE LINE

MANU SAND

LENA SKY



SILK VELVET 
CUSHIONS

Our cushion collection is 
richly textured and luxurious. 
Opulent silk velvets are 
handwoven in Turkey in a 
traditional style, f inished with 
linen backing and feather 
inserts.

CICEK DENIZ KAPLAN

SANATTAVIKIRPIK

TARAZ BAKIR RUYA





WHOLESALE@CULTIVER.COM · CUSTOMER-CARE@CULTIVER.COM

CULTIVER.COM · (310) 844-9360
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